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Ambroite Pan': and his Times. By STEPHEN PAOET. (New York and
London : G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1897.)

AMBKOISE PAKE is curtly described in the meuioira of Sully as being
only the king's surgeon. That he was the surgeon of four successive
kings of France would almost entitle him to a place in general history.
He attended Henry II and the two elder of his sons upon their death-
beds. He dressed Coligny 'e wound after his attempted assassination, and wa3
at his bedside when the first howls of the mob of St. Bartholomew's Eve
warned the patient of his doom. He lived in Paris through the terror of
the League, and through its siege by Henry of Navarre. It was during
this siege that, at the age of eighty, he reproached the archbishop of
Lyons for the sufferings inflicted by party faction on the poor, and he died
soon after the siege was raised.

The biographer rightly makes Pan'' tell, as far as possible, his own
tale. Thus the pidce de r&sistancc of the volume consists of the ' Journeys
in IMverse Places.' These, he modestly says, are the one thing here to be
read over and over again. They do, in fact, perhaps give a better idea of
war in the sixteenth century than any of the numerous contemporary
memoirs. The scenes described, not from the soldier's point of view, but
from the army surgeon^, which is after all the same in all ages, are as
realistic as those of Zola's 'La Debacle.' In the war of 1586-8 Pare gives
a lifelike account of the operations on the Pas de Suse which led to the
occupation of Western Piedmont; in that of 1542^ he runs from Per-
pignan to Brittany, from Boulogne to Landrecies. Cornishmen will read
with sympathy the story of the fatal wrestling match between the Breton
champions. But above all Pare's story of the defence of Metz in the
winter of 1552 in in some respects the most vivid account of that all-
important siege, the best explanation of the emperor's failure.

The ' Journeys' are followed by a sketch of Pare's life in Paris, which
is necessarily drawn not so directly from tho original, and in which the
triangular duel between the doctors, the surgeons, and the barber surgeons
appeals rather to the medical profession than to the layman. But even
the layman will take an intelligent interest in Pare's attack upon the two
medieval specifics, mummy and unicorn's horn, will pore over Pare's
description of the plague, and delight in his exposure of the impostures
of the beggars who swarmed in Paris during the wars of the League. If
surgery has, as Par6 prophesied, remained unchanged until the last
half-century, the Parisian beggars have remained unaltered until to-day.

The author has set Pare's portrait in a slight historical frame, compiled
mainly from Pierre L'Estoile and modern text-books. This setting is the
least satisfactory part of the volume. The pages of extracts from so well
known a writer as L'Estoile might well have been spared. In the his-
torical summary there are not a few mistakes. It is once stated and
once inferred that Philip II succeeded Charles V on the imperial throne.
It is incorrect to speak of' the wars of France against Germany, Italy,
and Spain.' Francesco Sforza did not die in 1596. The peace of Crespy
was not signed in 1540, nor was England included in it. The capture of
Metz, Toul, and Verdun cannot justly be described as their recovery by
the crown of France, though here the fault was rather that of the
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authority than of the author. Mr. Paget might have derived one or two
illustrations of the military surgery of the day from the memoirs of
Gaspard de Saulx, who, having been ten times wounded, was interested
in this, as indeed in every question, and moreover his attitude towards
the superstitions of the age has much in common with that of Pare, also
half sceptical and half credulous. We wish that Pard had givou an
opinion on the cure for rabies inventetl by a cluitelainc of Eastern Prance.
The lady lost her gift on becoming a Huguenot; but then, as Claude Haton
naively adds, rabies disappeared when the wurs of religion broke out, for
the devil changed his quarters from the dogs to the Huguenots.

Mr. Paget throws doubt upon the usual belief that Pare was a
Huguenot, although he quotes the well-known story of Charles IX's
promise that he should never be forced to go to mass. Had Pare,
indeed, been no notorious a Huguenot as this story would imply, he could
scarcely have lived through the catholic reign of terror. Circumstances
render it at once more easy and more convenient for doctors to conceal
their creed than for ordinary men ; yet it is strange that every schoolboy
knows the religious denomination of Bob Sawyer, and not even the
latest expert that of hit) great predecessor, Paraeus, also immortalised in
English fiction. If the biographer makes Par6 tell his own tale, it is
not because he is himself unequal to the task. The book is brightly
and not pedantically written ; there are few rcadern whom it will not
interest. The illustrations are numerous, and generally well chosen,
although a few are works of supererogation. None should examine the
plates of cauteries and amputating or extracting instruments unless in
the most robust health. E. AKMSTHONO.

The. Elizabethan Clenjy and tlie- Settlement of Religion, 1558-1564. By
HKNRY fiKE, B.D., F.S.A. (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1898.)

THIH is a book of unquestionable importance to the history of the English
Reformation. It sheds the dry light of statistics on matters which have
hitherto been the subject of vague assertion and plausible inference. The
information, indeed, is not exhaustive ; but the results obtained are such
as should considerably modify our impressions of the violence with which
the religious change was enforced at the commencement of Elizabeth's
reign. The bishops, it is true, were treated in a somewhat high-handed
fashion. Every one of them except Kitchin was deprived within the first
year or two. They fought tooth and nail against the Act of Supremacy
in jtarliamcnt, and one after another refused the oath when it was
tendered to them. So the Revolution, on the episcopal bench at least,
was pretty complete. Even Oglethorpe, who alone could be got to
perfonn the rite of coronation, was not compliant as to the queen's
supremacy over the church, and was deprived accordingly. But beyond
the penalty of deprivation the; bishops liad no severe ill-usage. Watson
and Whito were sent to the Tower apparently for some words used in a
disputation. The others were left in freedom, though some had to give
recognisances not to leave the neighbourhood of London without a
license. Even Bonner was not imprisoned till Elizabeth had been
nearly a year and a half upon the throne. And, swooping as the conse-
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